Hello, and welcome to my first book. This work is just

the first step along a path I hope to continue for the rest of my
professional career. These characters and ideas, in the
beginning, were the natural result of a sort of tongue-in-cheek
exploration of Gothic-Victorian horror tropes with friends and
family a good ten to fifteen years ago. I am indebted to Tom,
Brian, Max, Simon, David and especially Owen for igniting the
spark that eventually became this project.

Originally, the cast of characters was larger and less defined,

and the setting had more of a European feel. Eventually things
shifted and the tale became more particularly American in
flavor, which lent itself well to the feel of the story. Owen and
I especially have been batting around these characters for years,
sharing and revising ideas with our own particular visions but
more often than not being of an amused accord as to the ultimate
disposition of these weird individuals. This vision is my own
version of the story, and I look forward to Owen’s take in years
to come. There’s nothing in the world I get more excited about
than collaboratively constructing a narrative with the brilliant,
creative people that inhabit my life.

Special thanks to all my friends and instructors at the Pacific
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particular. Especially I must thank Daniela Molnar, my thesis
mentor and unflagging supporter who helped me to translate all
this nonsense into something readable and injected some much
needed reality when I let things get away from me.

And of Course, thanks to Mom and Dad, my extended

family and all my amazing friends for making any of this
possible.To my love Melissa and Brice, I love you guys and I
hope it’s all been worth the hassle.
				
			James Cavoretto

An Introduction
In a science fantasy narrative based in the late 19th
century United States, Spiritualist belief and science
have combined in new and frightening applications.
The Civil War grinds on in an uneasy stalemate as
this new spirit-science is turned to the battlefield.
A war-weary American public strives to make sense
of a far stranger reality than our own. A divided
people including Zealots of science, would-be
Prophets, and individuals crafted or altered by new
sciences attempt to make sense of their altered world.
From scheming manipulators and visionaries to
working class stiffs, patsies and innocents, all stand to
gain or lose all they are and hold dear.
In this alternate world, there exists a sprawling
ancestral mansion, located in rural New England,
which has the power to change the direction of
American culture based on the desires and
philosophies of its chosen caretaker. The House
is at least partially sentient, and calls to potential
caretakers when the old ones outstay their tenure.
Effectively, the house guides the Zeitgeist of the age
by focusing the will of the residents; their beliefs and
morals begin to affect those of the American people
and cultural landscape.

As in the real America of the time, it is an age of
scientific exploration into the afterlife; the last few
residents of the House were scientists involved in the
search for the soul, Spiritualists, mystics, etc.
Consequently,the dead walk, and spirit mediums really
do contact people from beyond the grave.
The story boils down to a conflict over the House
between the vengeful, murdered spirit of the previous
owner, Augustus Somerset, and his killer, a mad
scientist named Atticus LeVaulle. Swept up in the
affair is the bizarre cast of characters populating the
house. These include a thuggish assistant, an
insectivorous accountant, a girl who by tragic accident
possesses the brain of a dolphin, and a surprisingly
cultured Frankensteinian monster.
Further complicating things is a con man turned false
prophet, ‘Doctor’ Aurilleus K. Coffin. Coffin
bartered his soul to a mythical Trickster for
supernatural persuasive abilities, but finds that the gift
isn’t all that he had hoped. Coffin then sells his services
to another creature, the Black Rider, in exchange for
protection when the Trickster comes to collect.

Along the way he finds Trickster’s gift can bring other
myths to life, and he aims to take the House with the help
of various mythical villains and monsters. Meanwhile at
the Rider’s behest he preaches fire and brimstone to the
common folk, igniting the flames of war once more and
feeding power to his new ‘associate’.
In the end, the House chooses an unexpected new caretaker in the wake of a zombie attack, a titanic battle of
wills and a shift of paradigm.

Welcome to the House Divided.

The House
A sprawling structure on the verge of decrepitude
located in rural Vermont, the origins of the House are
lost to the current residents; the locals claim it has
always just been there. Containing two stories of
vaulted ceilings, old but extravagant decor, and a
fortune in antiques and curiosities from all over the
world, there are all the trappings one would expect
of a noble manor or haunted house: halls festooned
with paintings of prior owners, trophy rooms full of

priceless art and strange taxidermy, spiral staircases
leading to cluttered attics and into dank wine cellars.
An enormous attached aviary and greenhouse lies in a
state of disuse, a forgotten jungle.
Exploring the manse further leads to the discovery of
secret trapdoors, hidden libraries, and hallways that
seem to spring up from nowhere. It’s quite easy to
become lost in a forgotten section of the structure. On
the grounds one can find the groundskeeper’s cottage,
an overgrown, foreboding private plot, and the burned
out shell of an old guest house. Under the building
is a seemingly endless series of tunnels and catacombs
containing secret laboratories, moldy libraries, and
ancient sepulchers. Few venture below, fearful of the
walking dead who infest the labyrinth.
The House sits atop a site of mystical importance,
giving it some very unusual properties. For one thing,
the House is at least partially sentient. It can
communicate in very vague terms through dreams
with those in whom it takes an interest. Sometimes the
house seems to call to those who mean to be
enlightened; at other times the house can be a beacon
of greed and fear. It communicates rarely, but when
it does so it generally means that it expects a change
of ownership. It’s unclear whether the House itself
calls to a new custodian, or why. Maybe it is looking
for something, or maybe it just gets bored. Whoever

receives the call is the beneficiary of an amazing gift; as
long as they dwell within the walls, their views on
reality slowly creep into American culture, the
attitudes of the people and the land itself.

Whatever the caretaker believes gradually begins to
come true. As one might expect, this power can be a
very enticing lure for those who discover the secret.

Atticus LeVaulle
Atticus is the current owner of the manse, having
taken it by murdering Augustus Somerset.
He is slight of build, bruises in a stiff wind, and
has prematurely pale hair. Large, piercing eyes are
hidden most often behind thick glasses or protective
laboratory gear. He is fastidious about his
appearance, to the point of being borderline
obsessive compulsive. He reads voraciously, sleeps
and eats very little, and bruises in a stiff wind, but
when working in his lab nevertheless is possessed
of uncommon vitality. He has almost no sense of
humor, with the exception that he appreciates clever
wordplay.

classic mad scientist. He hopes to dissect the soul,
decipher God’s notebook and bring about a new
age of scientific enlightenment.
Of late he is disturbed by something he’s never
suffered overmuch from- a conscience. He’s done
terrible things in the name of science and feels that
perhaps there will be some sort of judgment levied
because of those misdeeds. Since the unfortunate
incident with Lucy, he has stayed well clear of brain
surgery.

Atticus is an accomplished and largely self-educated
scientist and man of medicine, quite brilliant but
with an enthusiasm for scientific and intellectual
advancement that often eclipses his better social and
moral judgment. His mind is clinical and logical but
his intellectual ambition make him the definition of a

He hopes to dissect the soul,
decipher God’s notebook and
bring about a new age of
scientific enlightenment.

‘Doctor’ Aurilleus K. Coffin
The son of a working class father and a prostitute, or
perhaps a wealthy dandy and a poor mother (his story
changes from telling to telling), Aurilleus K. Coffin has always been handsome, clever and charming,
which frustrates him to no end because he seems to lose
his fortune every time he achieves it. His luck has been
particularly bad of late having been run out of another
town for selling fake cures for Consumption and Gout.
After making a deal with the mythical Trickster, he
has obtained a supernaturally potent ability to persuade
and misdirect people. An interesting side effect of the
Trickster’s gift is his ability, once he convinces a large
enough group of a lie, to make the lie true-- this
trick can make his miracle cures work, for example,
or make him seem preternaturally competent at things
with which he has no particular skill. Effectively, he
has the ability, much like the House’s strange power,
to sway belief, just on a smaller scale (a small town, for
example). His power is more potent in some ways than
the usually more subtle energies of the House’s
occupants, but it also proves to be the case that the lie
made real has a limited lifespan. Inevitably, the
glamour wears off and his victims are left angry and
violent.

His current role is that of a fire-and brimstone
preacher in service to the Black Rider. He uses his
power to make terrifying ‘miracles’ real, and whips
the ‘common folk’ into a frenzy aimed at toppling
those responsible for the terrible War in the States.
Once he catches wind of the House, he realizes
the potential in combining Trickster’s gift with
the House’s power, and sets his sights on taking it
for himself. He begins to assemble a collection of
mythical American terrors to help him obtain the
House; his power gives them life and form beyond
what they could gain on their own. He hopes to
cheat the Trickster and Black Rider both and steal
back his soul.

Effectively, he has the ability,
much like the House’s strange
power, to sway belief, just on a
smaller scale.

Trickster
Trickster has gone by many names, some of
which may be aliases and some of which may
hold some truth. Trickster, Jim Crow, The
Bruja, Old Scratch, the King of Cats; his faces
change as often as his names do. Sometimes he
takes the form of a cardsharp, an escaped slave,
a crow or a mischievous child. Sometimes it’s a
rail man, a beautiful temptress, or a black cat.
All of his forms have a few things in common- a
dark and mischievous sense of humor, uncanny
powers of luck (and the reversal thereof ), and a
penchant for chaos. Many of the cons and jokes
played leave the victim confused but enlightened,
while some are downright deadly.

Is this a being of good or
evil, or something that’s
not truly either?

Known as an inveterate gambler, Trickster can’t
resist a well-played game of chance or devil’s
bargain.The stakes are always the same: One
soul eternal. It’s said Trickster never welshes,
but it’s also said the gamble is always rigged
and the rich gifts are painted gold. It’s never
stopped anyone from playing yet.
Is this a being of good or evil, or
something that’s not truly either? Maybe
it’s got something to do with the one taking
the bet. Coffin represents an interesting
challenge for this ancient force of chaos;
although it seems at first glance that
Coffin’s mortality would make the game
lopsided, his continuing resourcefulness
and instincts make for something closer to
a contest between equals.

To encourage brother to slay
brother, and thereby forge
what’s left into something harder
and meaner.

The Black Rider
A being of flame, bone, iron and ash, riding a spectral
steed with a coursing pack of hounds at his heels, the
Black Rider has a more fixed form than Trickster. He’s
found stalking invisibly or surreptitiously wherever
soldiers put homes to the torch, wherever the
clashing explosion of the Gatling Gun rattles. His
purpose seems simple-- to grow powerful on strife and
violent conflict, to goad humanity into the worst part of
its territoriality, rage and hatred. To encourage brother
to slay brother, and thereby forge what’s left into
something harder and meaner.
The Rider’s power swelled to monstrous proportions
with the War but lessened with the stalemate that
resulted from the appearance of the walking dead.
He’s unsure of the source of this strange phenomenon,
but suspects Trickster.
He has accepted Coffin’s help in fanning the flames
of war once again, and finds it amusing to vex the
Trickster. Coffin will no doubt attempt a betrayal, but
the Ashen Lord knows who will prevail when mortal
wit is pitted against death incarnate. He knows of the
House but isn’t entirely aware of its significance. The
Black Rider is a being of single minded purpose and
cares little for intrigue as long as the flames burn and
blood spills. It remains to be seen how successful
Coffin’s plot will be in the end.

Augustus’ occupancy swayed the American subconscious
toward aggressive Manifest Destiny as well as oppression
of the poor, women and people of color.

Augustus Somerset
A brutish but brilliant man, the former owner of the House.
Inheritor of a vast family fortune, which bought his way into
the Masonic Brotherhood. A secretive cabal of brokers of
power and prestige, they are also initiates into a secret tradition
of mystic ritual, dark incantation and forbidden sciences used
to cement their power.
Siezing the House by mystical combat from the previous
Mason custodian, Augustus’ occupancy swayed the American subconscious toward aggressive Manifest Destiny as well
as oppression of the poor, women and people of color. He
squatted, amassing great wealth and mystic power, engaging
in strange experiments and enjoying his own little fiefdom in
the Northeast, until Atticus and Hunter’s arrival was revealed
through his spies.
He was completely taken by surprise when the House began to
transfer its power from him to the upstart. Surprise turned to
shock when Atticus murdered him with a hidden pistol, not
in ritual magical combat.
Myriad paranoid preparations and mystical backup plans
allowed Augustus to return as a haunting presence and fool
Atticus into thinking he controlled the wily old Mason’s
spirit, only revealing his deception when Atticus had begun
to operate on a hapless young lady applying for work at the
mansion. He delights in the moral repercussions of, effectively,
the murder of an innocent.

When Coffin puts in his appearance, Augustus will
assuredly find a way to make himself invaluable and
gain revenge on Atticus.

Hunter
Hunter met Atticus while making a living as a
Resurrection Man, the two forging an agreeable
arrangement with Hunter on retainer as a strong right
hand, for considerable pay. His bleak sense of humor
complements Atticus’ detached rationality splendidly.
Hunter is pretty simple, really--he’s coarse, tough and
cynical, built like a boxer, with an oft-broken nose and
chipped teeth. He’s the rugged Neanderthal laborer
type, and a poorly educated lout. He’s not without a
certain amount of cleverness, but can barely read and
isn’t inclined to improve. Never without a hunting
knife or three, he is no stranger to violence and
murder. Hunter’s past is largely a mystery. He’s
alluded to being a strikebreaker, a dock ruffian, a
grave robber, and has been involved in the military; on
whose side he won’t say. Wherever he has been, he has
picked up quite the talent for destroying the walking
dead. If asked, he’ll tell you it’s not so hard killing
them as they’ve already had practice dying.
His goals in life are simple: strong liquor, plentiful
pork products, the occasional hooker, and the odd
explosion of unexpected violence. Professing no
particular loyalty, Hunter is nonetheless inclined to act
the faithful watchdog of the Manse. For some reason
Lucy quite likes him, which consternates him to no
end. It’s probably true that he is fond of her as well,
but he’d never admit it.

Professing no particular loyalty,
Hunter is nonetheless inclined
to act the faithful watchdog of
the Manse.

Lucy
Lucy is simultaneously terribly tragic and the best hope
for the spritual health of the House. A terrible
misunderstanding made her a girl with a dolphin
brain. She has learned over time to wear clothes (this
was awkward for everyone, even Hunter), but still
refuses shoes. She seems unable to converse in proper
English, save the occasional parrotlike squawk, but
seems remarkably intelligent at times.
She’s the perfect foil to the dreary depths of the House
and Atticus’ seriousness. She dances, she sings (in
something resembling odd dolphin song, uncanny but
sometimes quite pleasant), she cooks (poorly and with
great gusto), she makes arts and crafts (often painting
bizarre, surreal oceanic spaces) and she generally
improves everyone’s mood.

She and Atticus have an odd relationship; she doesn’t
remember the operation at all, and seems fond of him,
for which he feels incredibly guilty. He spends vast
sums of money buying kipper and maintaining a large
swimming pool in the huge, enclosed greenhouse. He
also reads her fairy tales and ghost stories every night
before she falls asleep, which are often punctuated by
sharp squeaks and whistles at the most exciting bits.
She exasperates the help by attempting to be helpful,
but it’s evident that everyone could barely get by
without the levity that travels in her wake.

She seems unable to
converse in proper
English, save the
occasional parrotlike
squawk, but seems
remarkably intelligent
at times.

Bernard
Bernard was created by Somerset through the
combination of rogue science and secret Masonic ritual,
a composite being consisting of several body parts and
personality fragments fused into a whole.
The torso and right arm are those of a casualty of the
War, a large and powerful frame bearing the marks of
violent death. The legs came from a former
groundsman. The left arm and both hands are from a
masterful violinist and thief who Somerset had hung
for stealing. Bernard’s head is from a local thespian in
whom Augustus had taken an interest, a tragic
suicide. Finally, the brain comes from a brilliant female
detective, Bernardine, which Augustus obtained for
an outrageous price for study (he felt that there must be
physical abnormalities involved in the brain of a
woman whose intellect eclipsed her male detractors).
As one might imagine, this leads to Bernard having a
rather awkward physical appearance.
Bernard’s personality is somewhat fractured by the
warring scraps of soul clinging to the various body
parts. The mind is largely Bernardine’s, but (s)he has
discovered odd, untrained talent with stringed
instruments, dramatic reading and acting, and sleight
of hand.

Bernard’s personality is somewhat fractured by the warring scraps of soul clinging to the various body parts.

When severely threatened or out of sorts, as when first
reanimated by Atticus, there can be short bursts of
nearly mindless aggression, in which the composite
person becomes superhumanly strong and nearly
unstoppable (Hunter still harbors a slight grudge from
their first meeting).
Bernard in most circumstances is extremely
intelligent, socially graceful and diligent, which Atticus
appreciates. The two often spend evenings conversing
about any number of intellectually fascinating subjects
such as philosophy, religion and metaphysics. Mildly
amused by Lucy and disdainful of Hunter’s willful
ignorance, Bernard is the functional seneschal of the
House.

Others
There are many other people and characters who are in
and about the House, none of whom are of immediate
importance to the story but play a supporting role.
These include Mullivey, the bitter old Irish
groundskeeper who seems to have an active loathing of
everything green and lovely, Tobias, the speech- trained
raven who often causes mischief about the house, Miss
Mappelthorne the housekeeper, and the pale and
disheveled accountant Mr. Tennenfield, who was
trapped for six years in the zombie-infested basements of
the house he is consequently pale, hunched, jumpy and
almost exclusively insectivorous. He has a pet mold
named Fluffy. .
A trio of ghosts, sisters killed in a terrible fire in the rear
guest house, haunt the halls. Their names are Mary,
Eve and Judith. They are largely harmless. Oddly,
Madame Eva has never once channeled them during a
séance.

Madame Eva Von Hibitz
No one is entirely sure how she became aware
that the House had changed hands, but Madame
Eva showed up not terribly long after Atticus
claimed the House, surrounded by a cloud of
foul cigar smoke, bearing an overstuffed suitcase
and with an ancient Persian cat perched on her
shoulder. She is descended from Gypsy fortune
tellers, the Hapsburgs, and an Indian princess
depending on who asks.
Whatever the truth may be, she claims to be a
potent Spirit Medium and there may be some
truth to it since she seems to have an uncanny
sixth sense for supernatural trouble. Her melodramatic tendencies and outbursts tend to lead
more often than not to extended periods of ‘Spirit
Visitations’ involving séances, odd boarders with
dubious spiritual judgment, and a noticeable disappearance of the best whiskey in the cabinets.

Hunter seems to be actively leery of the ‘Old Bat’ since
he’s pretty sure she’s given him a curse, the nature of
which he gets tetchy about. Also, it was his whiskey.

Bad Men and Fearsome Critters
Coffin in his travels recruits several
American mythical beings to help him
seize the House. These include:
The Hodag, a hideous, brutish
beast of terrible strength and size.
The Leeds Devil, rumored to be
the spawn of the Trickster, a winged
monster likened to a horse, a bat and a
kangaroo.
Mike Fink, the braggart and bully
of Davy Crockett’s legends, said to be
‘half horse and half alligator’.

Stagger Lee, cold-blooded killer
and legendary badman who bucked
white authority, possessing a
magical Stetson hat given him by
Trickster.
Springheeled Jack, an alleyroaming maniac with fantastic jumping powers and fiery green breath.
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